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Abstract 
With the application of modern information techniques, effective E-integration of 
trademark business service and trademark administration affairs has brought up new 
demands on trademark service agencies and trademark administrative departments. Such 
upgrades will help promote the socialized and public service efficiency in trademark IPR and 
optimize the commercial and public relationship management in trademark field. The 
purpose of this essay is to adopt the technique of software engineering analysis to design a 
WEB-based comprehensive application system for trademark administration and service on 
the basis of target units requirements, to meet the fundamental needs of information 
application platform in terms of commercial services including trademark business publicity, 
design agencies, registration agencies, trademark transaction ,value assessment and pledge 
agencies, and public administration services including contract record and dispute 
settlement.  
Centering on the actual operating situation of the targeted units, the author starts with 
surveying the application background of the software system development, analysis and 
listing the general demands of the system and wide-range collection of related technique data 
to determine the system architecture and technique route. Based on B/S framework, the 
author employs the star topology structural as computer network connection format, 
ASP.NET and Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 as development technique and chooses 
Microsoft SQL Server 2012 as system data base to divide the system into two subsystems as 
fore-ground client and back-ground management and functional modules are set up as 
trademark information spreading, trademark demonstration, trademark design service, 
trademark registration agency, trademark online-transaction, trademark value assessment, 
trademark pledge agency, trademark contract record, trademark dispute settlement, and other 
administrative modules. On account of the above, detailed deconstruction and explanation of 
the function  modules are developed concerning the use-case diagram of the main functions 
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safety, performances and other non-functional requirements. According to the analysis of 
demands on functional modules and operation flow analysis, integrating the system structure 
drawing and operation flow chart, detailed designs of the general system construction, layer 
structure and fundamental functions are completed. The last step is to realize and test the 
whole system on the basis of the preliminary study and design and to demonstrate the 
preliminary effect maps of some function modules, and to realize the database and operating 
environment of the system.  
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